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EDITORIAL :

Coronavirus how to understand this virus?

To answer this question of how to understand this virus:
You have to understand the world and know how to live.
The answers to the questions do not constitute a common
or natural approach. On the contrary, these days we no
longer try to surprise ourselves but rather to calibrate or
organize everything around us. Neither the scientists, the
Doctors, the professors, the researchers and even the
World Health Organization (WHO) are unable to place us
on the way of the evolution of the virus and its treatment.
We are unable to answer this question. The world
witnesses the quarrels of the big organizations while the
men die by the thousands. We then ﬁnd ourselves
confused when we are told: "that the Beninese and
Zairian Malagasy researchers where the death rate is at
the bottom of the scale are the object of self-medication.
We are unable to answer when the WHO, the great
organization of the world has not yet spoken. Even more
than that there is added value, some things are said to be
essential and others not essential. So, this period of fear,
panic and anxiety forces us to put thought back at the
center of our daily lives. The current situation can help us
return to strong and useful things. Because it seems that
we are witnessing a form of a world in the process of
globalization, interdependence. How are we going to
have a future world that is different?
By Paul Kehi
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=============Art and Culture==========
Great Meeting: the artist Zyta speaks!
Within the framework of our monthly column, entitled big meeting, we had extended our
microphone to one of the stars or the legend, to know more about its activities, its course,
its past, and its present, and also its advice for the younger generation.
Elite Magazine Inter: can you please introduce
yourself to our readers?
Hello to you Elite Magazine Inter! It is a real pleasure
for me to appear in your Lovely magazine, which is no
longer to be presented, may God bless you for the
opportunity. I am very grateful for that.
I am Zyta Fleure, I am a songwriter, singer, musician
and factor x semi-ﬁnalist mother of two girls Schola
and Lizzy who are both musicians like me and whom I
love with all my heart and we all live in London.
EMI: What kind of music do you do?
Z. F: Although I do Gospel because I am a servant of
Jesus Christ woman of prayer and intercessor, as much
I write Gospel songs In order to share the testimony of
My conversion, because the Bible tells us that faith
comes from what we hear and what we hear comes
from the word of God. I urge I encourage and testify of
the Kingdom of God ﬁnally to bring its light into the
lives of those who listen to my songs for the salvation
of their souls and for the glory of God amen. But I also
write songs that talk about social facts such as

Here the star who says better.

domestic violence which is a common scourge in our current society
so my goal is to denounce this scourge through my songs with a loud
message because the artist that I am, represents the voice of the
voiceless and what I say has impact because our leaders must begin
to realize this sad and real fact ﬁnally that laws are passed in order to
end it . I know that in Africa it is a taboo subject but by dint of talking
about it loud and clear African leaders will end up looking into this
subject. And I insist on this because I was a victim of domestic
violence and I almost died my life there.

A cantor is always next to the church!

To love is to take care and not destroy your neighbor. Thank
goodness because here in Europe domestic violence is considered a
crime and those who abuse their partners end up in prison here. I
therefore urge everyone to communicate because it is the best way to
resolve a difference of ideas and also to pray and read the Bible
together. Because what is impossible
for humans, is possible for God amen.
The Bible tells us that a man will leave
his Father and mother and become
attached to his wife, and the two will
become one ﬂesh.

A look and a thought !

A look and a thought !
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=============Art and Culture==========
Great Meeting: the artist Zyta speaks!

who love me without hypocrisy, who pray for my daughters, for me and
my ministry, who support me, and encourage me to move forward. God
bless you too thank you because whoever waters will be watered too !!
EMI: How many CDs do you have to your
credit?
Z. F: Regarding the number of CDs released, I
have two CDs ready to be released and I continue
to work on new songs. But I will not say more
But I want to reassure my fans that I am there, they
are constantly in my thoughts and I include them
in my daily prayers ﬁnally God bless them. And I
ask them to pray for me too because we must
support each other because we are a family and
love each other as God loves us without hypocrisy
thank you!
EMI: Why are you far from the Ivorian
community?
Z. F: As for the Ivorian community in the United
Kingdom, I will be brief. May God bless those

EMI: What are your activities?
Z.F: At the moment I am doing a job that I love in my adopted country of
which I am proud, as well as my country of origin the Ivory Coast which
I love with all my heart
I mean that I love my two countries with the same love! but I live in the
UK. But I do not forget my fans in Ivory Coast and all over the world
because despite everything I am the singer of everyone, and I love my
fans !!!
EMI: How long have you lived in England?
Z. F: It's been a long time since I left Ivory Coast but Through social
networks I am the progression of the new generation and I ﬁnd that it is
doing well so well done there for you !
EMI: Do you have a message to launch?
Z. F: My message is accepted Jesus because he loves you. Through his
word he says come to me all of you who are tired and busy, and he will
give you rest.
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=============Art and Culture==========
Great report on the star

Zyta author artist composer!

Zyta ﬂeure Song, Author, artist Composer, Performer.

Zyta Fleure the star of Ivorian and English music.
Ivorian by origin but British by nationality and adopted living in London
(England). I am the mother of two young and talented daughters Schola and
Eli. I am the mother of the late DJ Jonathan the one to whom DJ Arafat paid
tribute in his title song Jonathan. I am a singer Author Composer, performer.
The gift of song and dance was passed on to me by my Papa Feu Yebe
Guillaume who was one of the pillars of Trypot music. He was a good dancer
and a good traditional singer. Using well-carved wood in the form of canes, he
used to dance himself and his group of traditional musicians and singers in the
village under the moonlight. I was present whenever they met him and his
group. They also traveled a lot in the region of Guiberoua and Gagnoa to
perform. So, I modernized this rhythm in the 80s ﬁnally to make it known in
Ivory Coast and in all West Africa and it was an undisputed success. I am
therefore the ﬁrst percussionist of this Rhythm on the national and
international level. I am also the First French-speaking and Ivorian singer to
reach the semi-ﬁnal of the singing competition called X-factor in England.
Which puts me in the history of the British and Ivorian Biz show forever. I was
also the one who won the price of the very ﬁrst song contest organized by
journalists from the paul Amewey studio on the set in Abidjan. I also won the
ﬁrst prize at the Colombes music conservatory organized by the town hall of
Colombes in France. I also won the award for the most beautiful voice of black

women in England in 2007 voted by
Here during the X-factor
competition with the presenter of the
program
most of the audience who were in the
room that day to see me sing. I sing
as well in English as in French with a
very varied repertory, the Gospel by
my faith as a Christian but I also sing
themes of the daily life, the facts of
society like for example: violence in
the hearths, children at risk in poor
countries, wars that claim thousands
of innocent victims around the
world. To attract the attention of international opinion and to question them
to put an end to this, because I am one of the Artists who the voice of are the
voiceless. I also sing about the family, for example unity and love in the
home, peace in the world because without it nothing is possible; The whole
world needs peace of unity, peace in our societies and current events etc.…
in fact all the subjects that concern us and are important to us in order to see
positive change in a better society in which our children can live peacefully.
I also collaborated musically with several artists, {artists from around the
world in the studio, on stage and recorded albums. I am open to all musical
collaborations if I am asked and I am ready to continue like this because
music has no borders and it softens manners as they say. I also did a lot of
concert here in England and also around the world.
We need love of peace of joy of unity, of hope in this world in decline and our
duty as artists is to make our contribution through the gifts that God has
given us. Thank you
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SOCIAL
ONG: B2LA Born 2 Live Africa
Like any Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) B2LA Born 2 Live Africa.
It acts in very different ﬁelds of activity: Emergency interventions. These are direct
interventions which aim to quickly help street children, orphans who are most of the time
in extreme precarious situations.

B2LA is an NGO made up of 14
Members around the world. The
list will be communicated very
soon.
We met the president of the
NGO B2LA Born 2 Live Africa,
who explains why and how the
idea of creating this structure
came to her mind. Let's read Ms.
Olga Attemene the President.
The ﬁrst objective is to give shelter to street children, orphans, put them in
school, give them clean clothes, give them the Love they have not received,
security, health and to make them men or women of tomorrow. How to
integrate them into society
Take care of children, the vulnerable give them hope, help them with
training that will allow them to integrate into life Here are some donations
that were offered by the NGO B2LA Born 2 Live Africa I was inspired when
I saw the video where the children were sleeping at the Adjamé market,
without food or clothes, I could not close my eyes. This is how I decided to

Mrs. Olga Attemene the President.

build a dormitory for his children, to school
them, to allow them to have clean clothes, to
give them Love, care.
Most of their funding is made up of private,
individual and corporate donations. States can
also participate in their ﬁnancing through
grants.
The beneﬁciary children here present!
We are looking for sponsors, All those who
love children Helping us realize this wish We
will come back to this in our next publications.

Here the children who have beneﬁted from donations

Aimée Letin
Elite Magazine Inter in London
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EDUCATION
Education the best way to success!
Education the best way to success: here is the example of a young Ivorian resident in Paris.
Let us read his journey.
Ivorian nationality Doho Srandé Hugues Evrard was born on February
24, 1991 at the CHU of Yopougon in Ivory Coast, Originally from the
West of Ivory Coast more precisely from Duékoué and coming from a
modest family whose father former agent customs and the housewife,
he acquired a taste for port business from childhood which, over time,
would migrate into a real passion. A passion that will guide him
throughout his course.
Indeed, after having obtained a literary Baccalaureate at the Lycée
Municipal Simone Ehivet Gbagbo in Niangon, his passion for logistics
and port activities led him to integrate a BTS option Logistics in the
LOKO Group, where he acquired the fundamentals of the trades of the
logistics. He then made a brief stint as a TIF trainee agent at SITARAIL /
BOLLORE to immerse himself in the realities which undermine intracommunity rail transport in the UEMOA area, before continuing his
studies by specializing in port logistics and transport maritime.
To this end, he joined the Regional Academy of Sciences and
Techniques of the Sea (ARSTM), regional institution specialized in
maritime navigation and trades related to the port environment of the 15
French-speaking States of the CEMAC and UEMOA zones where he
obtained his Diploma of Engineer in Management of Maritime and Port
Activities (DIMAMP), with the memory theme of the impact of rail
transport in the sub-regional integration of the UEMOA area.
At the expense of some hiring opportunities in Ivory Coast, he deﬁnitely
opted for a deepening in supply chain management by integrating the
MBA in Logistics and Supply Chain Management at the Ecole
Supérieur de Gestion (ESG) in Paris, at the end from which he joined the
world leader in CROWN PACKAKING packaging as a Transport
Analyst intern.
Inﬂuenced by the famous economist Tidjane THIAM, a personality
whose intellectual qualities he has always praised and from whom he
derives his motivation, who has become a specialist in logistics
transport and the supply chain, he is now questioning himself as part of a
PhD in Entrepreneurship International at Horizons University on two

Mr Doho Srandé Hugues Evrard

the 'Hinterland like Mali, Burkina Faso and
Niger.
His indisputable intellectual capacities will in no
way dampen his motivation to contribute
efﬁciently to the paciﬁcation of the sociopolitical climate of his country, Cote d'Ivoire.
From May 2019, he joined the International
Foundation for Human Rights and Politics
(FIDHOP) as Communication Ofﬁcer.
Today Hugues Evrard embodies the renewal of
the new elite wave from the land of Eburnia and
constitutes a value for the future for the economic
development of the Ivory Coast.

Education the best way to success!

crucial points, the ﬁrst of which is the development of green logistics thus
transforming classic logistics into a more ecological logistics of the
marine environment and the second linked to the economic downsides of
monetary space (UEMOA) by positioning transport as a real economic
integration tool. As such, he is more interested in the rail loop completion
point project initiated by the BOLLORE group, while evaluating its
economic impact not only for the coastal countries, but also for those of Prisca Edwige Elite Magazine Inter in Paris.
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ART ET CULTURE
COTE D’IVOIRE: FIGHT AGAINST COVID 19.
Éric Bailly is donating 3,500,000 CFA to Guiglo, his region!

INTERNATIONAL BAILLY ERIC BERTRAND FLIES TO THE HELP OF PEOPLE
International footballer Bailly Éric Bertrand, who plays at Manchester United, supported Guiglo, his native region, to ﬁght
against covid19.On Wednesday April 15, 2020, Bailly Éric Bertrand provided support to the Guiglo regional hospital center,
the police station and the gendarmerie brigade in said town. These three state structures received respectively 600,000f, and
200,000f for each of the last two national security services.
At the Regional Hospital Center where the ceremony began, the Director, Mr. Gbama Moïse, was surrounded by a dozen
members of the nursing staff: doctors, nurses, nurses and midwives; reduced number to comply with barrier measures. The
ﬁrst manager of the hospital, after receiving the envelope,

The CEO of the CHR de Guiglo on his left
Mr Bailly Michel surrounded by the nursing staff.

Mr Bailly Michel giving the envelope of 600,000 francs to
Gbama Moise DG of the CHR of Guiglo
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ART ET CULTURE
COTE D’IVOIRE: FIGHT AGAINST COVID 19.
Éric Bailly is donating 3,500,000 CFA to Guiglo, his region!

The Commander of the BRIGADE of the Gendarmerie de Guiglo,
receiving from Mr. Bailly Michel the envelope of 200,000 francs.

The Commissioner thanked
the delegation and blessed the
donor whose Family should
be proud of their action. It is
at the gendarmerie brigade
that the circle will be
completed. Before handing
over the 200,000f envelope,
the head of the delegation, Mr.
Bailly Petaman, congratulated
the brigade commander for
his effective engagement in
the ﬁght against the pandemic.
Because, he did not wait to
receive kits and other
endowments before
undertaking the awareness
campaign that led him to

Expressed all his gratitude to
Mr. Bailly Petaman, elder
brother of Eric's father, and
bearer of the good news. We all
pray that the donor will have a
long and successful career. He
added, before concluding that its
structure will make good use of
this money. After the CHR, it
was the police station that
welcomed the delegation, which
included ﬁve people. After the
exchange of civilities, the head
of the delegation, Mr. Bailly
Petaman, explained how the
police can play a very important
role in the ﬁght against the
pandemic. To dissuade the
population, for example, from
regrouping day and night.

In the centre and in traditional dress, Mr N ° DIAYE Momboye
Thomas Chef of CANTON Glwéa Klwion and
Mr Doué Edmond receive donations from the Village of Niouldé village of ERIC.

several villages in the region. It is at
1 p.m.
Petit procession entered Glwea Klwion township where Eric is native. Unlike the state structures, the two
villages in the canton received food. These are rice bags and oil cartons. Everyone, from social and
professional strata to communities, no one has been forgotten. In addition, in the two villages, in Beoua as in
Niouldé, the head of the delegation made a real sensitization of his people. The donation is estimated at
3,500,000 CFA francs that Bailly Éric Bertrand made to his region as part of the ﬁght against the pandemic.
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SOCIAL
United Kingdom: the association of wegnroukpahe-Uk stands out!
The association of Wegnroukpahe-Uk ﬂies to the aid of Duekoué hospital by delivering
food donations!

Mrs. Yapi President of the Wegnroukpahe-Uk Association and the members.

T

he majority of some Ivorian diaspora associations make donations think of parents. Often, and as the choice of organizations or
associations derives from a loved one, or family member or friend, affected by the cause defended by the association, the
Wegnroukpahe-Uk did not do it in the lace as they say in Ivorian jargon they have too much "science" Donations are
immeasurable so that the Director of the Duekoué hospital came out of his reserve saying this (we have received enough health donations
but this is the ﬁrst time that we sent them to eat be thanked).
Here representatives and donations The Wegnroukpahe association in meeting!
A good deed is what you do with a good heart. Our kindness naturally drives us, most of the time to help others. Thus, one becomes more
altruistic. There are many ways to do a good deed daily and donating is one of them.
Each donation is a life! Indeed, whether
they are humanitarian, research or animal
protection associations, their goal is the
same: to save lives and make them better.
By donating, you participate in these
missions.
Indeed, doing a good deed is good for
morale. It allows you to be proud of your
actions and keep a very good self-esteem.
This is normal: if you do a good deed, you
are happy with yourself. You think you
have helped make someone's life better
and you are right!
Donations Members of the
Wegnroukpahe-Uk Association

The handing over of donations The
meeting of the wegnroukpahe-Uk in
bourgeois mode.
In conclusion, do not forget these words of
Mother Teresa: "At the end of our days, we
will not be judged by the number of
diplomas received, how much money we
have accumulated or how many
achievements we have to our credit. We
will be judged by: "I was hungry, and you
fed me. I was naked and you dressed me. I
was homeless and you took me in. " "
Aimée Letin Elite Magazine Inter in
London

Representatives the President and her vice-president from right to left.
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RELIGION
Meeting with Pastor Marie Ange Melin:
She tells us how she was called to bring together the cantors of God!

Pastor Marie Ange Melin.
Meeting with Pastor Marie Ange Melin: she
tells us how she was called to bring together the
cantors of God!
Mrs. Marie Ange Melin Can you tell us a bit
about yourself and your background? What
was decisive for you to dedicate yourself to
pastoral service until today?
I am Marie Ange, originally from Cote d'Ivoire, I
am Agni Baoulé. I came here since September
1999 Yes; I am here with my family I must admit
that I was a secretary in the country, and I had my
own business where I cooked and decorated for
weddings. When I arrived in London, I spent
more time with the English speakers. God made
me grateful I entered the Council, as a Chef in
Cooking in a school and I won twice the prize for
the best cook and worker in 2017 and 2018
Normally we prepare European food for them
but I introduced the Degue jollo rice, tchepe and
tomato sauce I cook for weddings and all other
events, Ivorian, Ghanaian, Nigerian food.
But also the decorations of the dirty rooms and
sometimes you can move me outside of London
for weddings or birthdays.
EMI: Are you also a pastor?
MAM: Yes, I am a pastor and cantor at the
mountain of ﬁre church in Canning Town. I
preach in English.
EMI: Do you have any suggestions for the
reuniﬁcation of our French-speaking
churches?
MAM: I am more on the English side but now
that the Lord has put this program at my heart or I
could bring together English and French singers I
could come back to my brothers to say this is
what I learned, I see myself actually like Moses
in Pharaoh's house, so come learn and go give to
your brothers.
EMI: What inspired you to do this program and
what is it about?
M.A.M: My event is called Praise for Jesus
I am on the side of English speakers but the Lord
put me at heart to do this program
A pastor said to me that there was a call
concerning me, but that I ﬂee this call, the
problem is very simple it is because I was very
ashamed, I did not really like to speak in front of
people I always put myself behind to wait for
people to ﬁnish singing. The Pastor always kept
telling me that I have a call.

Pastor Marie Ange Melin

speak to me and that's how one day I sat
down and I asked myself how the Lord
wanted to use me and there I started to sing in
the musical group pushed by the Spirit of
God I thank the Lord.
From time to time I invite the Frenchspeaking singers to join us and one day while
we were singing the Lord opened my eyes
and I saw a big world with a mixture of
Anglo-French and it was, like I was
downstairs pouring rice over this world that
was picking it up and it happened several
times. So, I decided to pray and after my
prayer I see written in large font Praise for
Jesus. <The Lord made me understand that I
must bring together the Anglophones and the
Francophones to sing for his glory because
this year is a year of praise and worship. To
say to all those who love to pray that it is in
praise and worship that I will manifest
myself When I understood this I started to
cry telling myself that it is a heavy load for
me.
But the next day Sonie Badu asked me in
friendship on Facebook and he said to me
you have to sing you have a ministry, you
have to get up to do the work of God,
So I asked him if he was going to come here
if I organized a concert and I invited him, he
replied yes I will come there to support you.
Here at the Nestor David concert during his
visit to London I then contacted some great
singers from Kenya and Nigeria they all
conﬁrmed the same to me and then I
contacted cantor Rossi.
When I explained this to my pastor he told
me to go back to pray again that this may not
be the deﬁnition of my vision but I continued
to pray and things were conﬁrmed including
the birth of Praise for Jesus.

When I come for example when people sing me I
always sit behind but the Pastor continued to
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EMI: Do you have a message for
the diaspora?
What I would like very much is that
we are all united like the English
speakers because after having lived
23 years with them I really
understood that they are very
united. English speakers are very
united so that when a cantor makes
a concert all the others come to
support it and also the churches
support each other a lot.
EMI: Since you had this vision,
have you organized a concert with
Praise for Jesus Team?
MAM: We made an inauguration in
November and now we should do
the ﬁrst Edition in April. We have
postponed this due to Coronavirus
for the moment the date is not yet
ﬁxed, but we will inform you in due
course.

Aimée letin Elite Magazine Inter

=============Art and Culture=========

OMS
The World Health Organization
reminds public to
remain vigilant through
Mr Bean's Essential COVID-19 Checklist

Public Service Announcement reminds people about
the importance of washing hands, physical
distancing and showing kindness

TURN YOUR MAGAZINE
FOR FRENCH SIDE PLEASE
Tournez votre magazine pour la par e Française s'il vous plait !

Web : www.elitemagazine‐inter.com
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